
You have been waiting so long for being once again on the greatest
event of Artistic Dance in Moscow. COVID-19 and its consequences
caused a lot of harm and difficulties to our lives. We had to stop a little
that magic collaboration on international championships, we have
stopped all the meetings we had before. The boarders became more
strict, visa getting more complicated but we are here with some good
news. 

WADF Artistic Dance Grand Prix Open to the World in Moscow,
Russia is waiting for you all! We hope very much to see our old
friends and many new ones! We have prepared something very special
for you.
This year we have changed many things—staring with place, ending
with show and atmosphere we have had for so many years. But what
is traditionally perfect—it is our organizators team RussianSystem and
amazing main organizator. 
As always we will meet in March. Remember the dates— 19 and 20
of March. Please, stay with us in contact through our Facebook page
to see all the news about seminars, halls, master-classes—
https://www.facebook.com/WorldArtisticDance 

We don’t change ourselves in the way we
choose the place. This year this is going to be
again perfect tourism center of Moscow with
good ability to get to the transport and all
the sights of Moscow. Welcome to
Hotel Renaissance Moscow Monarch Centre.
Perfectly placed in Moscow's city center, 5-
star hotel is just moments away from
noteworthy attractions including Red Square,
Petrovsky Park, VTB Arena and Moscow
Expocentre.



For  more details
www.rdu-wadf.com
www.worldartdance.com

We all remember that amazing event in 2020 when we have reached all the goals and
exceeded all the expectation on a success which we could only imagine that days.
Nevertheless in was not a point in our story of Artistic Dance championships in Moscow, but
only a comma.
We are looking forward to meet once again all the dancers and their amazing coachers on the
dance floor of Moscow. We promise our guests to do all possible to fulfill the atmosphere
with a magical spirit of dance. We keep loyal to the organization we have chosen 9 years ago.
WADF continue being the best in the sphere of Artistic Dance and we are sure that this is the
merit of its participants. The level of the events, made in Moscow, Russia is increasing with
every championship. 
The main organizer, Irina Shmalko, and her team welcome you on the WADF Artistic Dance
Grand Prix Open to the World 2022 in Moscow!
For more details and information with the list of disciplines please go to the WADF website
www.worldartdance.com or www.rdu-wadf.ru 
We are looking forward to seeing you in March! 
Please respond to the Head Organizer: 
Irina Shmalko 
ir711@yandex.ru 

We start the registration on our Grand Prix on the 10th of January, 2022. It
will be closed rather soon, 1st of March, 2022. Please, don’t loose the
deadlines as we should prepare the timetable in advance for your and our
convenience. The registration will be hold on https://www.rdu-wadf.ru/ . If
you meet any difficulties, please, contact Irina Shmalko to detail all the
information needed for your participation (ir711@yandex.ru )

You all know their names, but also you will meet some new professionals of
artistic dance in the line of out adjudicators. We are still developing our
electronic system of judging trying to get rid of using paper in our work. 

We will involve all the best members of
RussianSystem to work on this event. The most
cohesive, stable and hard-working team will
work for you. We have passed through so
many championships, but every time we are
trying to be better then before, doing all the
things we can do for your comfort dance and
happy guesting on our event.


